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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Page 2 2 3 4 5 6 8 8 9 10 11 12 1 213 14 15 16 GB1Instruction manualTUMBLE DRYEREnglish,1ENTCFS 93BContentsInstallation, 2Her to install dryerConversventationElectrical connectionsPremal informationIndreive information, 4General Safety Energy
Savings and Respect for EnvironmentCare and Maintenance, 6Description Power Outage Filter Shutdown After Each Drum Check Cycle After Each CycleEmptying Water Container After Each CycleCleaning Condenser UnitCleaning Drop DryerDescription Dryer Drops , 8FeaturesControl panelAs to hold
a drying cycle, 10Start and choosing programProgramme and options, 11Programme chartsSpecial programsPrespeatOpeundry Opening doorsLaundry, 14Sorting LaundryCare labelsDrying timesTroubleshooting, 15stAssiance and warranty, 16Spare parts Recycling and Recycling Information! This
character reminds you to read this guide instructions.! Keep this guide handy for immediate help when needed. Always keep this guide next to the dryer and be sure to pass it on to any new owners when selling or tran-sferring the appliance so that they can read the warnings and suggestions in the
present contains. ! Read these instructions carefully: the following pages contain important installation information and useful suggestions for operating the device. www.hotpoint.co.ukTo activate you for free 5 year portions of the guarantee Call for free on 0800 519 2102 Work fees are not included.
Conditions apply. The lines open 364 days a year. Calls are free from BT landlines. Fees from other providers and mobile phones can apply. Page 22GBWhere to install a drop dryer Install the dryer away from gas ranges, stoves, radiators or slabs, as flames can damage it. If the dryer is installed below
the countertop, then between the top panel of the dryer and any objects above it 10 mm, and between the sides of the machi-not and the walls or adjacent furniture - 15 mm. This provides adequate air circulation. The device must be installed with the back of the wall. The ventilation room should be
properly ventilated while the dryer is working. Make sure the dryer is installed in a room free of humidity and adequate air circulation. The flow of air around the dryer is essential for the water to condense du ring drying; The dryer will not function properly if it is in a confined space or inside a closet.! Some
condensation can form if the dryer is used in a small or cold room.! We do not recommend that the dryer be installed in the cupboard, but the dryer should never be installed behind a locked door, sliding door or door with a hinge on the opposite dryer door. Water leakageIf your dryer is installed next to the
drain water can be plumbed into this drain. It makes you go with with to clean the water container. If the dryer is stacked or installed next to the washing machine, it may have the same drainage. The drain height should be less than 3' (1 m) from the bottom of the dryer. Remove the existing hose from the
position shown in Figure A and prepare the appropriate length of the hose and connect, as shown in Figure B.! Make sure the hose is not crushed or kinked when the dryer is in its final location. Before connecting the device to the socket, check the following: Make sure your hands are dry. If this is not the
case, replace the plug or socket.! DO NOT use extensions.! The dryer should not be installed outdoors, even if the space is protected. It can be very dangerous if exposed to rain or storms.! Once installed, an electric wire dryer and fork should be within reach.! The power cord should not be bent or
crushed.! The power cord comes with a BS1363 connector and a 13 BS1362 fuse. If you need to place a replacement fuse, it must be 13 Amp ASTA approved for type BS1362. WARNING: The fork should not be used without a fuse lid. If a fuse holder/cap needs to be replaced, it must be the same color
coding or wording as on the base of the fork. Replacements are available from authorized dealers. Changing the plug wire in the power cord painted according to the following.! If the replaced fork is a non-conducted type, the cut connector should be safely disposed of. DO NOT leave it where it can be
inserted into the socket and create a shock hazard.21Less than 1mPicture APicture BGREEN and YELLOWBROWNBLUE13 ampere fuseCROSS-BARCORD GRIPGreen and yellow (Earth) wire to the terminal marked E, symbol x, or colored green and yellow. A blue (neutral) wire to the terminal marked
N or colored black.13A ASTA has approved the fuse for BS 1362.Brown (live) wire to teminal marked L or red.! The power cord should be checked regularly. If the power cord is damaged, it must be re-placed by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons to avoid danger. (see Help).
New or longer electrical cords are supplied by authorized dealers for an additional cost.! The manufacturer denies any liability if any of these rules are not followed.! If you doubt any of the above consult a qualified electrician. Preliminary informationIn the current dryer for the fall, clean the inside of the
drum before its operation and remove any accumulated dirt Transport. InstallationPage 3GB3Maximum load sizes: 9 kgIt's household drop dryer is a capacitor Weighted annual energy consumption (AEc) kWh 1) 616.5This household drop dryer is an automatic power consumption full load; Edry - kWh 2)
5.18Energy consumption partial load; Edry1/2 - kWh 2) 2.81Deceme: out of mode (Po) - Watts 0.42Fest: Left Mode (Pl) - Watts 2.24Prog. Time - Weighted (Tt) Full and partial load - minutes 3) 114Full load (Tdry) - minutes 153Part load (Tdry1/2) - minutes 85weighted (Ct) full and partial load 3) 81full load
(Cdry) 81Airborne acoustic noise emissions - dB(A) re 1 pW 69.0 A-minute time program, for synthetics full load 70Partial load on the Synthetic N/AAverage condensate efficiency program - %1) standard cotton at full and partial load are standard programs, which includes information on the label and the
chip. The standard cotton program is suitable for drying at the cabinet level (0%) cotton laundry and is the most efficient program in terms of energy consumption. The part-time load is half the calculated load.2) based on 160 drying cycles of the standard cotton program at full and partial load, as well as
consumption of low power modes. Actual energy consumption will depend on how the device is used.3) Weighted average 3 cycles at full load and 4 cycles at half load. Resolution 932/2012.Energy consumption per kWh, for the Synthetics program the full load of 1.87Energy performance of the class on a
scale from AA (low consumption) to D (high consumption) BDuration of the left mode for the power management system - minutes 30Consaleity of class efficiency on the scale From G (least efficient) to A (most effective) BProduct Fiche - Regulation 392/2012.Brand HotpointModel TCFS 93BRated the
power of cotton laundry for a standard cotton program at full load - kg 9.0Gd to install a dryer for the fall, set the dryer away from the gas ranges, ovens, radiators or slabs, as flames can damage it. If the dryer is installed below the countertop, then between the top panel of the dryer and any objects above
it 10 mm, and between the sides of the machi-not and the walls or adjacent furniture - 15 mm. This provides adequate air circulation. The device must be installed with the back of the wall. The ventilation room should be properly ventilated while the dryer is working. Make sure the dryer is installed in a
room free of humidity and adequate air circulation. The flow of air around the dryer is essential for the water to condense du ring drying; The dryer will not function properly, it is in a confined space or inside a closet.! Some condensation can form if the dryer is used in a small or cold room.! We do not
recommend that the dryer be installed in the cupboard, but the dryer should never be installed behind the door, sliding door or door with hinge on the opposite side of the dryer door. Water leakageIf your dryer is installed next to the drain water can be plumbed into this drain. This makes off with the need
to empty the water container. If the dryer is stacked or installed next to the washing machine, it may have the same drainage. The drain height should be less than 3' (1 m) from the bottom of the dryer. Remove the existing hose from the position shown in Figure A and prepare the appropriate length of the
hose and connect, as shown in Figure B.! Make sure the hose is not crushed or kinked when the dryer is in its final location. Before connecting the device to the socket, check the following: Make sure your hands are dry. If this is not the case, replace the plug or socket.! DO NOT use extensions.! The dryer
should not be installed outdoors, even if the space is protected. It can be very dangerous if exposed to rain or storms.! Once installed, an electric wire dryer and fork should be within reach.! The power cord should not be bent or crushed.! The power cord comes with a BS1363 connector and a 13 BS1362
fuse. If you need to place a replacement fuse, it must be 13 Amp ASTA approved for type BS1362. WARNING: The fork should not be used without a fuse lid. If a fuse holder/cap needs to be replaced, it must be the same color coding or wording as on the base of the fork. Replacements are available
from authorized dealers. Changing the plug wire in the power cord painted according to the following.! If the replaced fork is a non-conducted type, the cut connector should be safely disposed of. DO NOT leave it where it can be inserted into the socket and create a shock hazard. Mouldy forkGREEN and
YELLOWBROWNBLUE13 ampere fuseCROSS-BARCORD GRIPGreen and yellow (Earth) wire to the terminal marked E, symbol x, or colored green and yellow. A blue (neutral) wire to the terminal marked N or colored black.13A ASTA has approved the fuse for BS 1362.Brown (live) wire to teminal
marked L or red.! The power cord should be checked regularly. If the power cord is damaged, it must be re-placed by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons to avoid danger. (see Help). New or longer electrical cords are supplied by authorized dealers for an additional cost.! The
manufacturer denies any liability if any of these rules are not followed.! If in doubt any of the above consult with a qualified electrician. Preliminary informationOn the moment installed a dryer for the fall, clean the inside of the drum before its operation and remove any dirt accumulated during
transportation. Page 44GB! This device was designed and built in accordance with international safety standards. These warnings are issued for security reasons and must be carefully monitored. General Safety This device can be used by children aged 8 years and over, as well as persons with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge, if they have been given supervision or instruction regarding the use of the device in a safe manner and understand the associated dangers. Do not touch the device while barefoot or with wet hands or feet. Keep the door closed
to make sure the kids don't use it as a toy. The air intake in front of the dryer should never be difficult (see installation). Never touch it while using it.Don't use a dryer if the filter, watercontainer and capacitor are securely in place (see Service). dryer when there are still warm items inside. Clean the filter
after each use (see Service). This can cause damage. To minimize the risk of fire in the dryer, you should observe the following: Dive dry items only if they have been washed with detergent and water, washed and have gone through a cycle of rotation. It's a fire hazard. dry items that have not been
washed with water. Oil elements can ignite spontaneously, especially when exposed to heat sources such as a dryer. Objects are heated, causing a reaction of oil oxidation, oxidation creates heat. If the heat can't escape, the elements can become hot enough to catch fire. Styling, laying or storing oil
elements can prevent heat escape and thus create fire hazard. If it is inevitable that tissues containing vegetable or vegetable oil or those that have been contaminated with hair care products are placed in a dryer, they should first be washed with an additional detergent - this will reduce, but will not
eliminate the danger. The cold fall phase should be used to lower the temperature of the elements. They should not be removed from the dryer and stacked or folded while hot.Do not fall dry items that have previously been cleaned or washed in, soaked or contaminated with gasoline/gas, dry-cleaning
solvents or other flammable or explosives. Highly flammable substances commonly used at home, including vegetable oil, acetone, denatured alcohol, kerosene, point removals, boiling, wax and wax removals. Make sure these items have been washed in hot water with an extra amount of detergent
before drying in the drop dryer. Foam rubber materials can, when heated, produce fire when spontaneously burned. bras with metal strengthening wires. Damage to the dryer can cause metal reinforcement to be released during drying. WARNING: Never stop the dryer until the end of the drying cycle
unless all items are quickly removed and spread so that the heat dissipates. Save energy and respect the environment by twisting all items to eliminate excess water before drying out (if you use the washing machine first, choose a high spin cycle). This will save time and energy during drying. Loads need
more time to dry. Clean the filter after each use to contain energy consumption costs (see Maintenance). Warnings Page 5GB5! This device was designed and built in accordance with international safety standards. These warnings are issued for security reasons and must be carefully monitored. General
Safety This device can be used by children aged 8 years and over, as well as persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge, if they have been given supervision or instruction regarding the use of the device in a safe manner and understand the
associated dangers. Do not touch the device while barefoot or with wet hands or feet. Keep the door closed to make sure the kids don't use it as a toy. The air intake in front of the dryer should never be difficult (see installation). Never touch it while using it.Don't use a dryer if the filter, watercontainer and
capacitor are securely in place (see Service). dryer when there are still warm items inside. Clean the filter after each use (see Service). This can cause damage. To minimize the risk of fire in the dryer, you should observe the following: Dive dry items only if they have been washed with detergent and
water, washed and have gone through a cycle of rotation. This is a fire hazard for dry objects that have not been washed with water. Do not fall dry items that have been spotted or impregnated with vegetable or vegetable oils, this poses a fire hazard. Oil elements can ignite spontaneously, especially
when exposed to heat sources such as a dryer. Objects are heated, causing a reaction of oil oxidation, oxidation creates heat. If the heat can't escape, the elements can become hot enough to catch fire. Styling, laying or storing oil elements can prevent heat escape and thus create fire hazard. If it is
inevitable that tissues containing vegetable or vegetable oil or those that have been contaminated with hair care products are placed in a dryer, they should first be washed with an additional detergent - this will reduce, but will not eliminate the danger. The cold fall phase should be used to lower the
temperature of the elements. They should not be removed from the dryer and stacked or folded while hot.Do not fall dry items that have previously been cleaned or washed in, soaked or contaminated with gasoline/gas, dry-cleaning solvents or other flammable or explosives. Highly flammable substances
commonly used at home, including vegetable oil, acetone, denatured alcohol, kerosene, point removals, boiling, wax and wax removals. Make sure these items have been washed in hot water with an extra amount of detergent before drying in the drop dryer. Foam rubber materials can, when heated,
produce fire when spontaneously burned. bras with metal strengthening wires. Damage to the dryer can cause metal reinforcement to be released during drying. WARNING: Never stop the dryer until the end of the drying cycle unless all items are quickly removed and spread so that the heat dissipates.
Save energy and respect the environment by twisting all items to eliminate excess water before drying out (if you use the washing machine first, choose a high spin cycle). This will save time and energy during drying. Costs (see Maintenance). 66GBCare page and maintenance Disconnecting power
source! Turn off the dryer when it is not in use, or during cleaning and maintenance work. Cleaning the filter after each cycle Filter is the main component of the dryer: its function is to collect the pile and fluff that are formed during drying. Clean the filter after drying, cleaning it under running water or
vacuuming it. If the filter gets clogged, the flow of air inside the dryer will be seriously hampered: drying time becomes longer and more energy is consumed. In addition, the dryer may be damaged. The filter is located before the dryer is compacted (see picture). Removing the filter:1. Pull the plastic filter
handle up (see picture).2. Clean the fluff from the filter and replace it properly. Make sure the filter is pushed completely home.! Do not use a dryer unless the filter has been replaced in its holder. Check the drum after each loopRothi drum manually to remove small items (sock-chiefs) that could be left
inside the dryer. Cleaning the drum! Avoid using abrasives, steel wool or stainless steel cleaners to clean the drum. Colored film can appear on the surface of the stainless steel drum: it can be caused by combine-tion water and/or cleaning products such as wash-softeners. This colored film does not
affect the performance of the dryer. Emptying the water container after each cycleRemove the container with water and empty it into the sink or other suitable socket, and then replace it properly. Always check the contai-ner water and empty it before starting a new drying cycle. The inability to empty the
water container can lead to the following: - The dryer stops heating (thus, the load can be wet at the end of the drying cycle).- The LED Empty water container is activated to show that the water container is full. Priming a water collection system When your dryer is new, the water container will not collect
water until the system is primed, it will take 1 or 2 cycles of drying. Once primed it will collect water during each cycle. Cleaning the condenser unit removes the capacitor (see picture below) regularly (monthly) and cleans any deposits of fluff from the plates, rinsing it with cold water running on the back of
the condensate. Removing capacitor:1. Turn off the dryer and open the door. Open the conden-ser lid (see picture below), unlock three catches, turning them 90 degrees counterclockwise, and then pull on the grip with the remo-ve.3 capacitor. Clean the seal surface and replace the device with arrows
pointing upwards, making sure the catches are securely fixed. Quick tips! Don't forget to clean the filter and capacitor after each Don't forget to clean the water container after each shipment.! This will save your car machine At its best! Water container capacitor unitCondenser coverCatchesFilterHandleAir
intakeTapRearFrontCondenser unitSo much cleaning the dryer from falling Off metal, plastic and rubber parts can be clea-ned with a damp cloth. Also, remove any sediment of the pile from the front of the condenser filter and from the door filter area using the vacuum cleaner every so often.! Do not use
solvents or abrasives.! The dryer is regularly checked by authorized technical staff to ensure that electrical and mechanized parts work safely (see Help). Page 7GB7 Shutting down the power source! Turn off the dryer when it is not in use, or during cleaning and maintenance work. Cleaning the filter after
each cycle Filter is the main component of the dryer: its function is to collect the pile and fluff that are formed during drying. Clean the filter after drying, cleaning it under running water or vacuuming it. If the filter gets clogged, the flow of air inside the dryer will be seriously hampered: drying time becomes
longer and more energy is consumed. In addition, the dryer may be damaged. The filter is located before the dryer is compacted (see picture). Removing the filter:1. Pull the plastic filter handle up (see picture).2. Clean the fluff from the filter and replace it properly. Make sure the filter is pushed completely
home.! Do not use a dryer unless the filter has been replaced in its holder. Check the drum after each loopRothi drum manually to remove small items (sock-chiefs) that could be left inside the dryer. Cleaning the drum! Avoid using abrasives, steel wool or stainless steel cleaners to clean the drum. Colored
film can appear on the surface of the stainless steel drum: it can be caused by combine-tion water and/or cleaning products such as wash-softeners. This colored film does not affect the performance of the dryer. Emptying the water container after each cycleRemove the container with water and empty it
into the sink or other suitable socket, and then replace it properly. Always check the contai-ner water and empty it before starting a new drying cycle. The inability to empty the water container can lead to the following: - The dryer stops heating (thus, the load can be wet at the end of the drying cycle).- The
LED Empty water container is activated to show that the water container is full. Priming a water collection system When your dryer is new, the water container will not collect water until the system is primed, it will take 1 or 2 cycles of drying. Once primed it will collect water during each cycle. Clean the
condenser unit Remove the capacitor (see picture below) unit regularly (monthly) and clean off any fluff of the plates, circling it with cold water running on the back of the capacitor. Removing capacitor:1. Turn off the dryer and open the door. Open the conden-ser lid (see picture below), unlock three
catches, turning them 90 degrees counterclockwise, and then pull on the grip with the remo-ve.3 capacitor. Clean the seal surface and replace the device with arrows pointing upwards, making sure the catches are securely fixed. Quick tips! Don't forget to clean the filter and capacitor after each load.!
Don't forget to clean the water container after each shipment.! This will keep your machine running at its best! Water container capacitor unitCondenser coverCatchesFilterHandleAir intakeTapRearFrontCondenser unitSo much cleaning the dryer from falling Off metal, plastic and rubber parts can be clea-
ned with a damp cloth. Also, remove any sediment of the pile from the front of the condenser filter and from the door filter area using the vacuum cleaner every so often.! Do not use solvents or abrasives.! The dryer is regularly checked by authorized technical staff to ensure that electrical and mechanized
parts work safely (see Help). Page 85953 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13 143 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13 14:A1Modi�cation:Source:Source:Supplied Material:Denny: Error: Nessun riferimentoStamp Code:Replaces:Under the law, we reserve the ownership of the current design with a ban on the use and reproduction



of Weight:RCT:Format:Protey Merlony, ne peut Tre reproduit, copier and di�us without notary-consent. Tous droits reserv'sRemplace:Code Outillage: Error: Nessun riferimentoDesignation:Identi�cation Mather:Tolerance General:Mother:Ehel:Poids:Visa:RCT:Modi�cation:Volume:Opis
Mody�kacji:RCT:zil:Obil:Obil jetosc:Skala:Material:Tolerancje Ogolne:Format:Symbol Materialu:Opis: Errore: Nessun riferimentoKod Tlocznika:Sestupje:z prawem rysunek jest wlasnoscia Merloni, i zabrania sie jego uzywania, kopiowania i rozpowszechniania. Waga:Modi�cacacao:Formato:Tolerancias
gerais: RCT:Escala: Volume:Visto:Material:Identi�cacacacao Material:Designacao: Error: Nessun riferimentoCodigo Ferramenta:Substituido:Nos termos da lei reamos propried des 'o autorizadosPeso:Degisiclik:RCT: Vize:Hacim:Olcek:Malzeme:Genel Toleranslar:Format:Metaryal Tanimi:Tanem: Error:
Nessun riferimentoBask Kodu:: Yerine Gekmek: Ashashdaki Designin zahaltylmas e bizden bashden Agirlik:Modi�ca:RCT: Visto:Peso:Scala:Tolleranze Generali:Formato:Ident. Material: Material: Error: Nessun Stampo:Sostituisce:A termini di legge ci riserviamo la propriete del presente disegno con
divieto di uso e riproduzioneVolume:RUT: quincy Bilyaletdinov (Senit): zenith: zenith: zenith: zenith and Spartacus. A: Error: Nessun riferimento Errore: Nessun riferimento Errore: Nessun riferimento Errore: Nessun riferimento Errore: Nessun riferimento Errore: Ness Nessunrimento Errore: Nessun
riferimento Errore: Nessun riferimento Errore: Nessun riferimentoPage 9GB9Programme Pen Choice Allows you to install the program: rotate until the indicator points to the desired program. The OFF position turns off the dryer (see Start and Choice program). Options for the Asla button to choose the
options available for the chosen program. Relative indicator indicators are included when choosing an option (see Programs and options). Start/PAUSE button and light light When the green light flashes slowly, press the button to start the program. When the cycle continues, the light light remains on. To
put the program in pause mode, click again; The light will turn orange and flash again. To resume the program from the moment it is interrupted, click again (see Start and Choice program). Lights Indicator Service lightsThe lights indicator provide important information. They state this: Before each
program, CLEAN FILTER and EMPTY WATER light lights signal that the filter needs to be cleaned and the water container needs to be cleaned before using the drop dryer (see Care and Maintenance). If the water container is filled during the program, the LED lights up. The water container must be
cleaned before the START/PAUSE button is pressed to resume the cycle from the moment it is interrupted. The Clean Condenser Indicator signals the need for regular cleaning of capacitors (see Care and Maintenance). Drying phases of the lightsThe DRYING light indicator signals that the drying phase
is working. The COOL TUMBLE indicator signals that the cooling phase is working. The END light signals that the program is over. Light delay indicatorIf the delay timer is activated (see Programs and Options), after the start of the program, the indicator corresponding to the chosen latency time will start
to blink: Over time The delay will be displayed and the corresponding light will flash: As soon as the due delay period ends, the flashing LED will turn off and the set program will begin. Page 1010GB How to conduct a cycle dryingStart and selection program1. Connect the dryer to the power outlet.2.
Choose a program according to the type of laundry (see laundry).3. Open the door to make sure the filter is clean and securely placed and that the water container is empty and slotted correctly (see Care and maintenance).4. Load the car, making sure that no piece of laundry gets between the door and
the relative seal. Close the door.5 After consultation with the program chart and readings for each type of fabric (see laundry) turn the program's choice handle towards a program corresponding to the type of laundry that will be dried (see Programs and Options).!! Warning: If the position of the program
selection handle changes after the START/PAUSE button is pressed, the selected program-I will not be changed. To change the program, click START/PAUSE to put the program in pause mode (the indicator flashes orange), then select a new program and relative parameters. Click START/PAUSE to
start a new program6. If necessary, set the start delay time and any other options (see Programs and Options).7. Click START/PAUSE to start the drying cycle. The laundry can be checked while the drying program works and any clothes already dry can be removed, while drying continues for the
remaining items. Once the door is closed, click THE START/PAUSE button to reopen the machine8. The final phase of the COOL TUMBLE (i.e. cooled fabrics) is activated during the last few minutes of the drying program; always let this stage end9. When the END indicator is activated, the program
ends. The buzzer will be audible 3 times so you know that your pro-grammar is complete. Open the door, remove the laundry, then clean the filter and replace it. Free the water container and place it back in the slot (see Care and Maintenance). If the clothes are not removed at the end of the cycle, the
automatic ACTION of POST CARE CREASE will, on those programs with this function, continue to rotate the drum intermittently for up to 10 hours to minimize the folds. The phase stops when the door is open or when the handle is installed on OFF10. Set the program handle on off to turn off the
machine. 11. Disconnect the dryer from the power supply. The Crease CareThis automatic message is an automatic feature that provides anti-fold treatment both before and after the drying program. Periodically rotating the drum before the start of the drying cycle, the selection of delayed start prevents
the formation of folds. On some programs, the drum also periodically rotates drying cycle. Phase Phase stopped when the door ope-ned or when the handle is installed on off. Reserve modeThis drop dryer, under the new energy saving rules, is equipped with an automatic backup system that is turned on
after about 30 minutes if no activity is detected. Turn the pen into the program to restart the dryer (click START/PAUSE to run the program). The off position shuts off the dryer. Page 11GB11Special programsCottons Read to wear: Dries your items to the highest possible level of dryness. Even drier than
standard dry cotton. Standard Cotton: dries your items to a dry level that allows you to put your clothes away straight from the dryer. Light iron: Your items dry to dry levels, allowing them to minimize ironing. SyntheticsConsents to delicately dry synthetic tissues. Easy Iron synthetics is a program for
synthetic or synthetic/cotton blends, with a level of dryness that minimizes ironing. Silk is a program for drying your delicate silk. Loads dried with this program are usually ready for use, but on some heavier garments the edges can be slightly moist. If so, remove the load and open it, then run the program
again for a short period. Anti Allergy This program has seal approval from Allergy UK, which reflects the effective reduction of allergens from clothing with a special anti allergy cycle. Thanks to this program, due to the constant temperature for a long period of time, the effects of the most common
allergens (including domestic ticks) are neutralized. Can be used on a full size wet load to dry and treat, or on a 4kg dry load just to treat your underwear. The filter must be cleaned in order to ensure that the anti-allergy function cycle works properly. The Program And Options Program Max chart. Load
(kg)Compatible Options Wheeled DurationCottons1 Ready to Wear Max Delay timer190'2 Standard Delay timer Cottonmax - Fibre Care170'3 Easy Ironmax Delay timer - Fibre Care150'Delicates4 Synthetics4 Delay timer 100'5 Synthetic Easy Iron4 Delay timer 60'60 Silk .65 -85'Esclusive Care7 Anty
Allergy8 Delayed timer180'8 Shirt 3 Delay timer - Fibre Care75'9 Jeans3 Delay timer 110'10 Baby Cycle2 Delay timer 100'Timed drying 15' - 40' - 60' - 90' minutes. - Delay timer - Fibre CareExtraRefresh - -20' note: The duration of these programs will depend on the load size, types of textiles, rotation
speed used in your washer and any additional options selected. Page 1212GB12Shirts- This is a program for cotton shirts. It can be used for load sizes of up to 3 kg (about 10 shirts). Option and fibers is a program for shirts made of synthetic materials or a mixture of natural and synthetic materials such
as polyester and cotton. It can be used for sizes up to 3 kg (about 14 shirts). Loads dried using a dry cabinet setting are usually ready to wear, edges or seams can be a bit damp. If so, try turning the shirt back and running the program again for a short period. Jeans are a program for denim jeans. Before
drying jeans turn the front pockets inside out. If so, try turning the jeans back on and running the program again for a short period.! We do not recommend you use this program if your jeans have rubber bands, studs or embroidery. The Children's Program is a program for drying small delicate items of
clothing and bedding of your child (Cotton and Chenille) and drying your delicate clothes. If so, try turning the items back and running the program again for a short period of time. The drying period of the cycle (15' - 40' - 60' - 90')These programs can be used if you want to set drying time and temperature.
The COOL TUMBLE cycle runs in the last minutes of the program. The 15' temporary program is ideal for removing the dampness from the tea towels and robe used once.40': it's a quick time program, perfect for drying clothes swirling at high speed in a washing machine, such as shirts used in the work
week. 60': A time-long program ideal for drying clothes swirling at high speed in a washing machine, such as changing sheets.90': The time program is ideal for drying more clothes (see table below)Update a short program suitable for refreshing fibers and clothing. It lasts about 20 minutes.! Since this is
not a drying program, it should not be used for clothing that is still wet. It can be used at any load size, but is more effective at lower loads. FabricLoad1 kg 2 kg 3 kg 4 - 5 kg 6 kgCotton - 40 or 60 minutes40 or 60 minutes60 or 90 minutes90 minutes - Synthetics - fiber care40 or 6 0 minutes 40 or 60
minutes60 or 90 minutes - -Acrylics - fiber care40 minutes 60 minutes - -Page 13GB13Options Options allow you to customize your chosen program to suit your own needs. Delay timer Start some programs (see Programs and Options) can be delayed up to 9 hours. Click again to enter the desired delay
time. Before setting the deferred start, make sure that the water container is empty and that the filter is clean. The drum will rotate from time to time before The drying program begins to prevent the formation of folds. Fibre care Fibre Care is a special option designed for gentle dry delicate clothing. Click
this button to select a low temperature option; The light next to the button will turn on. Activating this option will increase the duration of the Key LockPrevents cycles of program settings from change. After selecting the program and available options, hold two options buttons for 3 seconds (see dryer
description) A prolonged beep will sound when the buttons are pressed and the LEDs on the options buttons will blink slowly twice. LEDs on previously selected options will then remain illuminated, but will no longer be modified. If you try to change your settings with KEY LOCK activation, 3 short beeps
will sound and 3 quick flashes will warn you that it is impossible to change the program or the options that are underway. Hold the options buttons for three seconds to disable the KEY LOCK option. KEY LOCK can be chosen with all pro-grams.! Not all options are available for all programs (see Programs
and Options). If the door is open (or the START/PAUSE button is pressed) during the program's launch, the dryer stops and the following can occur: START/PAUSE button flashes orange. You need to press the START/PAUSE button to resume the delay timer program. One of the Delay timer lights
flashes to signal the delay. The progress lights signal that the pha-se and START/PAUSE light stop flashing and turns green. Pressing the START/PAUSE button activates the new program from the start. This procedure can be used to select a COOL TUMBLE program to cool clothes if they are
considered dry enough. Click START/PAUSE to start a new program. Note: If you have a power outage, turn off the power or remove the plug. When power is restored, plug in the car. Turn the pen into the program to restart the dryer (click START/PAUSE to run the program). The off position shuts off the
dryer. Page 1414GBAutomatic drying timeCottonDrying times after 800-1000 rpm washing cycles - with an initial humidity level of 60%1 kg 2 kg 3 kg 4 kg 5 kg 6 kg 7 kg 7 kg 30 - 40 minutes40 - 55 minutes 55 - 70 minutes 70 - 80 minutes 80 - 90 minutes95 - 120 minutes120 - 140 minutes130 - 170
minutesIntheticsFibre CareDrying once after washing cycles at lower speeds - with an initial humidity level of 40%1 kg2 kg 3 kg 4 kg30 - Minutes 40 - 50 minutes 50 - 70 minutes 70 - 90 minutesAdriaryFibre CareDrying times after washing cycles at lower speeds - with an initial humidity level of 40%1 kg2
kg40 - 80 minutes 60 - 100 minutesSorting laundry symbols on the labels of various garments to check whether it is safe to fall underwear. Do not load the dryer when the clothes are dripping wet. Maximum load sizes do not overload the drum. The following values indicate the weight of dry clothing:
Natural fibers: maximum kgSynthetic fiber: maximum kg! Do not overload the dryer, as this can lead to a decrease in drying performance. Care labels Always check care labels, especially when placing clothes in a drop dryer for the first time. Below are the most commonly used characters: there may be a
drop dried. Don't fall dry. Falling dry - high heat. Falling dry - low fire. Drying time is approximate and can vary depending on the following: The amount of water stored by objects after the rotation cycle: towels and delicate objects retain a lot of water. Fabrics: elements of the same fabric, but with different
texture and thickness may have different drying time. Drying: If items need to be ironing, they can be removed from the dryer while being slightly moist. Items that require a complete drying can be left longer. Indoor temperature: the lower the temperature in the room, the longer the dryer will dry the
clothes. We suggest removing these items and replacing them in the dryer as soon as they have been shaken out: repeat this procedure several times during the drying cycle.! Don't dry things. All fabrics contain natural dampness, which helps to keep them soft and fluffy. The drying time provided refers to
the automatic dry cabinet programs. The time-drying settings are also specified so that you can choose the most appropriate time option. Weight refers to dry objects. Laundry94Page 15GB15Troubleshooting Possible Causes/Solutions: The plug was not inserted far enough into the socket to make
contact. There were power outages. Try connecting another device to the same outlet. The start delay time has been set (see Programs and Options) The START/PAUSE button has been pressed; A short delay follows before the dryer starts. Wait for the start of the drying cycle; don't press the
START/PAUSE button, otherwise the dryer switches to pause mode and the drying cycle won't start. The Empty Water Container flashes (see Care and Maintenance). and care and maintenance). Always empty it before launching a new drying program (see dryer description) - don't wait for the full bottle
signal (the buzzer signals every 5 seconds and the light flashes) before emptying the water container.! For safety reasons, the dryer program lasts no more than 5 hours. If the automatic program does not find the final level of dampness required at this interval, the dryer completes the program and stops.
Check the above point and repeat the program; If the items are still wet, contact the Technical Assistance Center (see Help) This is normal, especially if the dryer has not been used for a long time. If noise persists throughout the cycle, contact the Technical Assistance Center. This happens if you left the
dryer on or have had a power outage. This happens after 30 minutes: - if you leave the dryer without starting the program; - after the drying program has been completed. Turn the pen into the program to restart the dryer (click START/PAUSE to run the program). The off position shuts off the dryer. If you
feel that the dryer is not working properly, please refer to the following troubleshooting suggestions before contacting the Technical Assistance Center (see Help). Problem: The dryer doesn't start. The drying cycle doesn't start. The drying time is too long. An empty water container indie-knator light flashes.
The program is complete, but the elements are damper than expected. The dryer makes noise during the first few minutes of operation. The light on the dryer control panel is off, although the dryer is on. 1616GBBefore contact the Technical Assistance Center: Follow the troubleshooting guide to see if you
can resolve pro-blems in person (see Troubleshooting). The nearest center to you. Spare parts This dryer is a complex machine. Attempting to repair it by son or with the help of unskilled personnel can jeopardize people's safety, damage the car or invalid the warranty of spare parts. Always contact a
qualified professional when experiencing problems with this machine. Help This device complies with the following EU directives: - 2006/95/EC (Low Voltage Directive) - 2004/108/EC (Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive). Recycling and recycling Information As part of our ongoing commitment to
environmental protection, we reserve the right to use recycled quality components to reduce costs for our customers and minimize material loss. Recycle these parts separately to prevent the appliance from connecting to the power outlet. Recycling of old appliances by the European Directive 2012/19/EC
on electrical and electronic waste (WEEE) states that household appliances should not be disposed of using a normal cycle of solid urban waste. Exhausted appliances should be collected separately in order to optimize the cost of reusing and recycling the materials that make up the machine, while
preventing potential damage to public health and the environment. The crossed-out wheel symbol of the bin appears on all products to remind owners of the obligation to separate waste collection. Owners should contact their local authorities or home appliance dealers for more information on the correct
disposal of hou-sehold appliances.02/2014 - Xerox FabrianoEssential Contact InfoHOTPOINT SERVICE - Service You Can Rely on OnAt Hotpoint We Pride In that offer our customers the best service we possibly can, wherever you are in the UK and Ireland.Rest sure though, no one knows the Hotpoint
device better than we do and our service is second... Wherever you are, we can be there - we have over 1,000 highly skilled Hotpoint engineers covering the whole of the UK and Ireland, providing a fast, reliable, local service. For the first time' - our engineers have the latest tools to help get your Hotpoint
device back up and running for the first time we visit. Experts in our field - all our engineers are trained at the highest level in our Hotpoint Excellence training center with unrivalled experience and knowledge about products. Skilled staff - we have over 400 qualified call centre staff in the UK who offer you
excellent service 364 days a year. Uk Phone: 08448 224 224Phone in the Republic of Ireland: 0818 313 413www.hotpointservice.co.ukPlease note: what you need is: The name, address and postcode type of fault of the model's serial number is found on the data plate outside the door. The door.
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